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CHAPTERR 6 

Ho-decompositionn of tempered representations 

Soo far the definition of the Springer correspondence for the Hecke algebra has been a com-
binatoriall  exercise. We believe however that these combinatorics have an application in des-
cribingg the representation theory of the Hecke algebra: we can conjecturally parametrize the 
irreduciblee tempered representations with real central character of the affine Hecke algebra, 
andd also calculate their 7io-decomposition. In fact, as an Ho-modu\e, such a representation 
naturallyy comes with a grading. The top degree contains our Springer correspondent. The 
formulationn of these conjectures requires some more data, which we wil l now proceed to 
describe. . 

6.1.. Green functions 

Thee description of our conjectures needs the Green functions. These are well-known for the 
groupp case, and have been generalized recently by Shoji in the context of complex reflection 
groups.. We will need a certain type of these generalized Green functions. First we recall the 
definitionn of the original Green functions. 

6.1.1.. Definition. Let G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group over an alge-
braicallyy closed field K of characteristic p, let q = pe and suppose G has a split Wq -structure, 
withh corresponding Frobenius map F. We further assume that p is good for G. Then GF is a 
finitee group of Lie type; it has a BN-pah and Weyl group WQ. We assume that both G and 
GGFF have root system (TÏQ, X, RQ, V, II) . 
Forr every F-stable maximal torus of G, and every character 9 of TF, Deligne and Lusztig 
havee defined in [8] a character RT,$ of GF. In the case where T lies in an F-stable Borel B 
(inn which case we say that T is maximally split), we can extend 9 to BF by putting UF in 
thee kernel. In this case one has RT,& = 9 F̂. For arbitrary 0, it turns out that for a unipotent 
elementt u € GF, the value of RT,$(U) is independent of 9. We denote this common value 
QT{U),QT{U), and call QT the Green function. It is a GF-invariant function on GF

ni, where GF
ni 

denotess the unipotent elements of GF. QT only depends on the <7F-conjugacy class of T, 
andd these conjugacy classes are in 1-1 correspondence with the conjugacy classes of WQ, 
seee [6]. Let Tw be the torus corresponding to w e Wo, and write Qw for QT,,,- Take an 
irreduciblee character x € ^ o- Then we define 

QxQx = Jw7\ E x(w)Qw, 
11 U | w£Wo 

103 3 
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orr equivalently (because £ x(w)x(v) is z e ro if  w a nd v are not conjugate, and is | Wo \/c(w) 
iff  they are) 

QwQw = ^2x(w)Qx-
x x 

Wee also refer to the Qx as Green functions. For our conjectures we need another formula 
(seee [54]) for the Green functions. To state it, we need a precise description of the unipotent 
conjugacyy classes in GF. Let C be a unipotent class in G, then, since we assume that G is 
split,, C is F-stable. It is known (by [53] for classical groups and by [3] for type E) that 
theree exists a 'good' representative u € CF, unique up to GF -conjugacy modulo the center 
off  G. For such u, F acts trivially on the component group A(u) = ZQ{U)/Zc{uf, and 
thee set of GF-conjugacy classes in CF is in bijective correspondence with the set A(u)/ ~ 
off  conjugacy classes of A(u). We denote by ua a representative of the <7F-conjugacy class 
inn CF represented by a e J4(w)/~. Finally, recall that Bu denotes the variety of Borel 
subgroupss of G containing u. 
Thenn we have the following formula for the Green function Qw: 

ddu u 

(6.DD Qw(g) = £ Tr((w,a),H2m(Bu))q
m, 

771=0 0 

iff  g E GF
ni is GF-conjugate to ua. 

6.2.. Computation via the matri x equation 

Inn [31], Lusztig finds an algorithm for computing the Green functions as solutions of a matrix 
equation.equation. Let us review it here. As we have seen in 2.1, the Springer correspondence asso-
ciatess to each irreducible character x ê l ^ a pair (u, p), with u a unipotent element (up to 
conjugacy)) in G, and p an irreducible character of the component group A(u). Not all pairs 
(«,, p) arise in this way. But, if we denote the image of the Springer map by J0> then at least 
alll  pairs (u, 1) belong to Jo- In our i?n-case, this is equivalent to the fact that every similarity 
classs of g-symbols contains an increasing one for q E { \ , 1}. 
Noww we define, for each i = (u, p) e Xo» a GF-invariant function on GF

ni by 

./,, /„ \ _ ƒ P(a) i f 9 is GF - conjugate to ua 

wheree u G C. We define an inner product on the space V of GF -invariant functions GF
ni —

Qby y 

<M>== E f(9)Hg). 
g£Gg£GFF . 
""  uni 

andd we define 
Mijj  := {iïi^j}-

Thenn it has been shown by Lusztig ([31]) that the set {tpi | i e Jo}  is a basis of the subspace 
V00 of V which is spanned by the Green functions Qi. Here we have written Qi for Qx, if 
throughh the Springer correspondence i € Jo corresponds with \- Therefore there exist Wji 
suchh that 
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AA priori, the -K  ̂belong to Qj, but by the geometric interpretation in [34] of the Green func-
tionss (see (6.1)), it follows that actually there exist polynomials p  ̂ and 7Tjj in Z[i] , which 
aree independent of g, such that /i^ = ^(q) and 7IY, = itij(q). 
Thee following is well known (see e.g. [54]). 

LEMMAA 6.2.1. In view of (6.1), if j = (u,p) and Qi = Qx then the entry ir^ can be 
expressedexpressed as 

(6.2)) -Kji=Y,{H2m{Bu),X®p)Qm-
m>0 0 

Proof.Proof. Let i «-> x G WQ under the Springer correspondence. As a Wo x .A(ii)-module, 

HH2m2m(B(Buu)=)=  ] T ^ ® < ° > 
ii>eWii>eW00,p€A(u) ,p€A(u) 

wheree of course n™ denotes the multiplicity of ip ® p. With this notation, we obtain, for 
gg € G n̂i which is GF-conjugate to ua: 

Qi(g)Qi(g) = Qx(9) = 4 i E xWQM 

== MS E x(») E " 
11 0 | w€W0 m>0 ip,p 

== E E (HET E <„xW(-«)) "(°)«m 

-- E ( E > 
PPeA(u)eA(u) \m>o } 

EE (Enx.p«m)^<9) 
j€lo:j'=(u,p )) \ m >0 / 

-- ElE^X")^) -
j€Xoj€Xo \ m >0 y 

Butt clearly, this means that indeed 

(6.3)) ^ = £ n-p g
m = £ <#2m(* U X ® P></m, 

m>00 m>0 

iff  i <—*  x and j = (u, p). D 

Moreover,, it is known that the structure of H2m(Bu) as a W0 x ,4(u)-module is independent 
off  p. 
Wee now multiply the matrix (71 )̂ on the left with the transposed character table of W0, 
too obtain a matrix (Qw,j) where w runs over the conjugacy classes in W0 and j e Jo-
inn the following calculation of this matrix, we denote by i{4>) the Springer correspondence 
<p<p » i{<f>) 6 Jo- Then we have, for j = (u, p): 
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(6-4)) Qw,j = E ^M^jAt) 

== E E <K«>Xp<r 
<t><t> m >0 

== E(E"J>^))<? m 

m >00 4> 

(6.5)) d 5 E^' ,m(w)9TO » 
m>0 0 

i.e.,, we put ip>'m = rig <f>(w). If we keep u fixed but vary p e A(u), we thus find: 

(6-6)) E Q«* = E ( E<#2m(*tj,*M«o]< r 

(6.7)) = ^ £ ^ ' 'm(« ; )9
m. 

™>°j=(u,p),pej4(w) ) 

Inn other words, this expression enables us, once we have determined the (irji),  to determine 
thee decomposition of H* (Bu) as a W0-module. We will do this for B2 in an example below. 
Firstt we proceed to explain how one can indeed calculate the itji  using a matrix equation. 
Onn the unipotent classes, we have a partial ordering by putting C < C' if C C C'. If 
ii  = (C, p), we write C = Ci. Now we order J0 in an order which refines the partial order < 
onn the Ci. 
Thee last ingredient in the matrix equation is the solution matrix Q. Its entries are given by 

QQ = (uty); ujij = tNR(xi ® Xj ® <0-

Inn this formula, N denotes the number of reflections in Wb, e is the sign representation of 
Wo,, and we denote by Xitne character corresponding to i € Jo- The function R is given by 
(R(Rll being the degree-i part in the coinvariant algebra, which we regard also as a character of 
Woo since it has the structure of a Wo-module): 

i>0 i>0 

Iff  X is an irreducible character of Wo, R(x) is the fake degree of x-
Thenn it is shown by Lusztig that the polynomials it^ and / i ^ are the unique solution of the 
followingg system of equations with unknown II = (7r^)i j ei 0, M = (fjbij)ij ex0

: 

(6-8)) N _.- _ ,d 

fiijfiij  = 0 unless Ci = Cj; 
ifijifij  = 0 unless Ci < Cj or i = j ; 
ifjj=tifjj=t dd""  for j = (u,p); 
' I IMI !!  = Q. 
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REMARKK 6.2.2. Although uniqueness of the solution to (6.8) is not difficult to show, it is not 
clearr that the solution matrices have entries in Z[t].  One can in general only show that they 
belongg to Q{t). See also [13], where an algorithm to solve equations of type (6.8) is given, 
inn the more general setting where one also considers complex reflection groups, and with du 

replacedd by a  ̂ (the highest degree of t dividing the generic degree D^t), 4> € W0). 

6.2.1.. Special case: T^pe A. Now suppose that we are dealing with type A, where 
GG = GLn(K) and F is the standard Frobenius (ay) *-*  (ay ) , for q some power of p. Then 
GGFF = GLn(¥q), with Weyl group Wo = Sn. Al l the component groups A(u) are trivial, 
andd Jo consists of the pairs (C, 1), where C runs over all unipotent classes. This means that 
thee functions ipi take the simple form, for i = (C, 1), 

,, , , ( lifgeCF 

*M*M  = [ QifgtCF 

i.e.,, tpi is the characteristic function of Cf. For the Green functions, we can then write 

jj  r-Ck<Cj 

ifg€Cifg€CFF,andg<£,andg<£ Cf for all/ < k. 
Sincee for GLn(K), the unipotent classes are indexed by the partitions of n, we find that 
thee -Kji  are a set of polynomials in g, indexed by partitions, and such that ir\ ift = 0 unless 
AA < p, in the dominance partial ordering (4.2) of partitions. In fact, the TT,* are the modified 
Kostkaa polynomials K\^{€) = t^^Kx^t-1): if C*  is parametrized by A and Cj by p, 
then7Tij(t)) = K\^(t). 
Thiss means that the Green functions can, for type A, also be described in terms of sym-
metricc functions. This goes as follows, see [16] (for the original article) or [42] (for a brief 
description).. Let X be the transition matrix between the power sums products pp and the 
Hall-Littlewoodd polynomials P\: 

pppp(x)(x) = Y,X£(t)Px(x;t). 
A A 

Soo p is the row-index and A is the column index. Then we have, if we denote by \P
X the value 

off  the character \ x at cycle type p, 

* ? ( * ) - £ X , A * A , M ( * ) ) 
A A 

wheree K\t(JL is the Kostka-polynomial. Then we find polynomials, which are also called 
Greenn polynomials by [42] as follows: putting n(X) = £ ( i - l)Ai , we have 

QQXX
pp{q){q) = qnWXX

p{q-1). 

Onn the other hand, we have seen that the Green functions 7r\,M are equal to n\^{q) = 
K\K\litlit {q).{q). Since K{t) is the transition matrix between Schur functions and Hall-Littlewood 
polynomials,, this leads to 

(6.9)) Qj(«) = E x p ^ A f o ) . 
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Wee also had 

QTQTPP(U\)(U\) = J^XpQx'M 
V V 

Wee see that Shoji's Green function w^x is equal to Qx»(u\) (but unfortunately with this 
notationn it is not true that Qp

x = Qxx (up), which was asserted in [55]). 

6.3.. Generalization 

Wee follow here the article [56]. In this article, the notion of Green functions is generalized 
too complex reflection groups, in a way analogous to what we have just described for type A; 
i.e.,, by use of (generalized to this case) Hall-Littlewood functions. These Green functions 
cann also be characterized as the unique solution of a matrix equation of type (6.8). 
Wee will describe his generalization now, bearing also the following in mind. Recall from 
sectionn 2.4 that the unipotent classes in G = Sp2n(

<&) or G = SC^nn-i(C) are parametrized 
byy similarity classes of g-symbols (q e {^, 1}). It is also known that if A parametrizes a 
unipotentt class in G, and we take the 2-partition Pn 2 3 (£,T?) — <£9(A), then aq(£,r}) = 
dim(Bdim(Buu)) — du. Second, the ordering on the unipotent classes is such that, if C\ resp. C\> 
correspondss to <j> q(\) = (£,77) resp. <f> q(X') = (£',»/). then C\ C C\> implies aq{Z,,rj) > 

Shojii  then considers the following generalization of (6.8). We fix r, s and m and consider 
thee symbols Z%s(m). Then choose a total order >- on the set P „ 2 in such a way that ay 3 
impliess a(A(a)) < a(A(/3)), and that similarity classes form intervals. 
Lett P = (j> a^) and A = (A a a) be matrices indexed by Vn  ̂ in the order just chosen. We 
thenn consider the following equation with respect to the unknown variables p a Q and A a Q\ 

'' ^a 3 = ^ unless a ~ 3; 
, ,, . m Pn ft = 0 unless either ct >- 3 and a. * 3, or a = 3; 
ip.w)ip.w) < ">M 

P a , a = ia ( a) ; ; 
,, PA*P = fi 

Inn view of the remarks above, (6.10) reduces to (6.8) if we consider the symbols of the group 
cases. . 
Thee entries of P are then called Green functions. In [56], Shoji proves that such an equa-
tionn has a unique solution. He finds the matrix P, by first generalizing the notion of Schur 
functionss and Hall-Littlewood polynomials to this setting, after which P turns out to be the 
transitionn matrix between these, i.e., P coincides with the matrix of 'Kostka functions' K(t). 
Hee conjectures also that these Green functions are actually polynomials with coefficients in 
Z>0;; and that Pa Q has degree < a(3) - a(a). If r > 1 and the symbol A(a) is very special 
(ass defined in [56]), Shoji proves that indeed deg(Pa Q) < a(3) - a{a) and ? Q o e Z[t]. 

6.4.. Example: type B2, the group cases 

Wee will now return to the Hecke algebra, by explaining how for the affine Hecke algebra of 
typee B2 with labels q\ = q2 resp. gi = q\, the Green functions determine the restriction to 
HoHo of the irreducible tempered representations with real central character. This is basically a 
consequencee of (6.6) (hence of (6.1)) and the work of Kazhdan and Lusztig ([26]). 
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6.4.0.1.. C2-- We start with the C2-group case. The Springer correspondence is then de-
scribedd by means of the similarity classes of symbols with parameters r = 2,s = l , m = 
(n+1,, n). One can easily check that the a-values of the 2-partitions are a(2, —) = 0, a(l 1, —) 
2,, o(l, 1) = 1, a ( -, 11) = 4, a ( -, 2) = 1 and so we take the order ( -, 11) -< (11, - ) -< 
(1,1)) -< (—,2) -< (2, —). The obtained matrix P of Green functions is 

PP = 

( ( 

\ \ 

t* t* 
tt2 2 

tt33 + t 
tt2 2 

1 1 

0 0 
tt2 2 

t t 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
0 0 
t t 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
t t 
0 0 

o\ \ 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 } } 

Theree are four unipotent classes in the corresponding dual group 5p4 (C), indexed by Ui (4) = 
{(4) ,, (22), (211), (1111)}. Under the map (f>x, they map to (2, - ) , (1,1), (11, - ) , ( -, 11). 
Thee symbol of the remaining double partition (—,2) lies in the similarity class of the symbol 
off  (1,1). 
Inn view of (6.4), we now multiply P on the left with the transpose of the character table of 
thee Weyl group, to obtain a matrix of Green functions, which we denote by Qfj,,p, analogous 
too (6.4) (notice that both Wo and Jo are indexed by 2-partitions of 2): 

// t* - 2t3 + 2t2 - 2t + 1 
t44 + 2t3 4- 2t2 -I- 2t + 1 

-t-t44 + l 
t44 - 2t2 + 1 

\\ -t4 + 1 

Wee now decompose these Green functions into characters of Wo, in every power of w, as 
suggestedd by (6.4). Let us denote Bu by By, if u € C\ and <£i/2(A) = \i. We write 
Q^pQ^p = Ei>o <AP'*(A*) ^ as in (6.5). Then we find: 

tt22 - 2< 4-1 
tt22 4- 2t + 1 

tt22 + l 
-t-t22 + l 
-t-t22 + l 

-2t+l -2t+l 
2*4-1 1 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

tt 1 \ 
tt 1 

-t-t 1 
-t-t 1 
tt 1 / 

AA h 4 unip. class C M M 0/i,* * 

(1111) ) 

(6.11)) (211) 

(22) ) 

(4) ) 

Thee 2-partition (—,2) does not parametrize a unipotent class, but its symbol is similar to the 
symboll  of (1,1). Therefore, we indeed find for all /*  G <pi (Hi (2)) describing a unipotent 

00 (C = 1) 

<?! ! 

4l l 

— — 

C22 (C=dist.pt) 

(- ,11) ) 

(11,-) ) 

(1,1) ) 

( - ,2) ) 

(2 , -) ) 

4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 

(11 1 

(-,11) ) 
(1,1) ) 

, - )) + ( -
(1,1) ) 
(2,-) ) 
(11,-) ) 
(1,1) ) 
(2,-) ) 
(1,1) ) 
(2,-) ) 
(-,2) ) 

(2,-) ) 

,2) ) 
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classs (cf. (6.6)): 

(6.12)) J2 ^V,i = t raceK H2i(B^)). 
{V.l/~fJl} {V.l/~fJl} 

6.4.0.2.. B2: We can treat the i?2-group case in the same way, after which we find: 

AA I- 5 type of unip. class C fi i ^ , t 

(6.13) ) 

(11111) ) 

(221) ) 

(311) ) 

(5) ) 

0(C0(C = 

Ai Ai 

Bi Bi 

— — 

1) ) 

BB22 (C=dist.pt) 

(- ,11) ) 

( - 2 ) ) 

(1,1) ) 

(11, -) ) 

( 2 , -) ) 

4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 

( - 1 1) ) 
(1,1) ) 

( H , - )) + ( -
(1,1) ) 
(2 , -) ) 
( - ,2) ) 
(1,1) ) 
(2 , -) ) 
(1,1) ) 
(2 , -) ) 
(11,-) ) 

(2 , -) ) 

,2) ) 

Again,, there is one column, corresponding to (11, - ) which does not parametrize a unipotent 
orbitt in S05(C). The symbol of (11, - ) is similar to the symbol of (1,1). Applying (6.12) 
againn yields the Springer correspondents of Cp in the top nonvanishing cohomology groups 
off  H(Bfj,). 

6.4.1.. Relation to the Hecke algebra. Recall the p-adic group Q from section 1.2.8, 
withh Iwahori subgroup 2. We have seen the isomorphism H = End(l j ), where Ti has root 
labelss qi = q2 = q. It can be shown that moreover the category of admissible complex 
representationss of Q which have (non-zero) Z-fixed vectors (also called J-spherical represen-
tations),, is equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional representations of H. Given such 
aa (/-module Vt then V1 is the corresponding %-module. 
Recalll  also the dual L-group G(C). Kazhdan and Lusztig have proven (cf. [26]) that the 
irreduciblee representations of H are in a natural 1-1 correspondence with conjugacy classes 
off  triples 

(6.14)) (t,u,p). 

Inn this triple, t is a semisimple element of G(C), u a unipotent element of G(C), such 
thatt tut-1 = uq. The last ingredient p is an irreducible character of the component group 
A(t,A(t, u) = Cc(t, u)/ZGCc(t, u)°. Two such triples (£, u, p) and {t', u', p') are called conju-
gatee if there exists ag € G(C) such that t' = gtg-1, u' = gug~l, and also p' = g{p). 
Denotee by Vt,u,P the corresponding ft-module. Then Vt;U,p has central character t. We are 
interestedd in 7Tf*^p (me irreducible tempered ^-representations with real central character), 
soo let (t, u,p) be a triple in which t is a real residual point of the real residual coset L. 
Thenn t is determined by u (in fact, by the Jacobson-Morosov theorem, there exists a map 
<t>:<t>:  SL2(C) -  G with </>((£!)) = « and then t = ^ d i a g ^ -1 / 2 , q1/2)). 
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Therefore,, we can omit t from the notation, i.e., Hle™p is parametrized by pairs (u, p), where 
uu € G(C) is unipotent and p is an irreducible character of Cc(r, U)/ZGCG(>", w)°- How-
ever,, this group is isomorphic to A(u). We are therefore back in the setting of the Springer 
correspondence. . 
Lett 1Ztemp(G, Z, K) be the C-vector space spanned by the irreducible tempered J-spherical 
representationss of Q with real central character. Then, by the above, there is a map 

rr  : fttemP(0,Z",R) -> ^(Wb), V  ̂ * ( l ) | W o , 

wheree 7£( Wo) denotes the span of the irreducible representations of Wo, and $f(q) is the H-
modulee such that \P(g) = Vx. Lusztig has calculated this map in [36] and [33] as follows 
(seee also [50]): 

(6.15)) r(Vu>p) = e®H(Bu)p, 

wheree e is the sign character of Wo» and Bu is the set of Borel subgroups of G(C) that 
containn u. Since both the groups G(C) (the dual L-group) and G (the algebraic group over 
KK of positive characteristic for which we considered the Green functions) have the same 
roott system RQ (this is why it is convenient to consider the roots of the p-adic group as the 
coroots),, we can now simply replace H(BU) in the above formula by H(BU) of (6.1). 
Wee therefore see that, upon multiplication by e, the Tables (6.11) and (6.13), actually contain 
inn their last column the Ho-types of the irreducible tempered representations with real central 
characterr rj , of H, where L is the residual coset corresponding to C. We thus see that in both 
groupp cases, the residual coset whose center coincides with the generically residual point 
^2,, (11), has two tempered representations which have its center as central character. The 
Wo-decompositionn of  rfi{B-z)tf™'p for any choice of parameters is calculated in section 8.1. 
Observee also that in both cases, the Springer correspondent of L occurs in the top degree, 
withh multiplicity one. This is of course just a consequence of the above mentioned facts. 
Thesee observations are the motivation to make conjectures for the general case. 

6.5.. ^-decomposition of tempered representations of Hrcc. 

Thee remarks in the previous section lead us to conjecture that the Springer correspondents 
off  a residual subspace L contain information on the tempered representations of the Hecke 
algebraa with central character r^. In particular, we conjecture that every irreducible tempered 
W-modulee with real central character 77, is in a natural way a graded Wo-module, in whose 
topp degree we find precisely one of the Springer correspondents of L. Let us describe this in 
moree detail. Recall that we write double partitions in boldface, e.g. a = (a1, a2). 
Lett iill™ p(qa) denote the set of irreducible tempered representations of die affine Hecke 
algebraa H with root labels {q& } , which have real central character. 

CONJECTUREE 6.5.1. We have a bijection 

(6.16)) « £ * ( ?) — Wo, 

forfor all choices of the parameters {q&} > 1. 

BothBoth sides of (6.5.1) can be partitioned into subsets. On the one hand, die representations 
off  H on die left hand side are naturally divided into packets, indexed by die WVorbits of 
residuall  subspaces, by die following dieorem of Delorme and Opdam: 
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THEOREMM  6.5.2. [9] 

I II  n,a(L) 
WQWQ — orbits of 

TLTL : center 
reall  residual coset 

wherewhere HqA (L) consists of all irreducible tempered representations ofH(qa) which have real 
centralcentral character r^. 

Thee theorem implies in particular that there are no other tempered representations of the 
Heckee algebra than those with such central character. Of course, both the indexing set of 
residuall  cosets, and the packets Uq& (L), depend on the parameters q&-
Onn the other hand, by (1.7) we can identify a residual coset for EI with its associated real 
residuall  coset for H, if we choose the parameters ka appropriately, see 1.9. Working in the 
gradedd Hecke algebra, we have defined for any choice of parameters an equivalence relation 
~qq on WQ. At regular parameter values, these similarity classes split up totally into single-
tons.. At special parameter values, the Springer correspondents of a residual coset L form a 
similarityy class S9(L) . 
Lett us now assume that H and H have root labels such that Theorem 1.3.1 applies. If the 
roott labels fci,&2 of ^ satisfy k2 = qku then we write B.q(L) instead of Hqa(L). Our 
furtherr conjectures are concerned with the relation between Tlq(L) and T,q(L). We conjecture 
thatt these sets are in bijection for all parameter values (generic or special), and that the q-
symbolss completely determine the restriction to Ho of a representation in Hq{L). For this 
lastt statement, we need the Green functions discussed in chapter 6.1. 
Thee formulas (6.12) and (6.15) for the group cases in type Bi are a motivation to define 
Greenn functions for any special value of the parameters. We use of course again the symbols 
whichh govern the Springer correspondence we have defined, i.e., if q is integer, we define the 
Greenn functions as the solution of (6.10) with parameters r = 2, s = 0 and length vector 
mm = (n + q, n), and if q is half-integer, we take parameters r = 2, s = 1 and length vector 
mm — (n + q + \, n). Recall that the ordering  on Wo is such that aq(a) < aq(/3) whenever 
aa >- (3 and such that similarity classes form intervals. Let us denote these functions by Pq a, 

wheree as before a and /3 denote 2-partitions of n. Analogous to (6.4), we then multiply these 
functionss with the transpose of the character table of WQ = W(Bn) to define 

«VV  := 5>-r(t" a)P7./3(t)-
7 7 

Thee Qq(t) can then again be split up along powers of t into 

(6.18)) Q ^ (0 = E^'/ 3 ,' (a) t <-
i i 

Thenn we make the following conjecture. 
CONJECTUREE 6.5.3. Fix special parameters &2 = Qki and consider the affine Hecke algebra 
withwith root labels qi ~ exp(/cj). 

(i)) The t/j9'a>r are characters of WQ. 

( 6 . 1 7)) WrccmP(<?a) = 
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(ii )) {X8i'tl}q,a,i) = 0 unless (3 >- a and a. <* q (3, or a = (3: we find an upper 
triangulartriangular system. 

(iii )) If i0 is such that ^ a  ̂ ^ 0 and ipq^i = Ofor all i > i0, then ^ , a , i0 _ 
Xct-Xct- In other words, in the top degree we find with multiplicity one the irreducible 
representationrepresentation xct-

(iv)) Let the residual coset L have Springer correspondents £q(£). Then the irreducible 
temperedtempered representations in nq(L ) are indexed by Yiq{L), and their Ti^-types are 
givengiven by 

{5>^®c|7eE,(L) }. . 
i i 

ThisThis formula is valid for all parameter values. If &2 = qki is a special value, 
thenthen we have seen that the set Cq(L) of generically residual cosets whose center 
coincidescoincides with r^ for &2 = qk\ is in bijection with S9(L) . Suppose that LK, of 
typetype AKi x (BI,K2) is one of these cosets, and that 7 € q̂(L) is its Springer 
correspondentcorrespondent atq + e, i.e., 

77 = Eq+e(L) = t r ^ ^ - I n d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t r i v ^ i <g> Sq+e(n
2). 

ThenThen the Ho-decomposition of the irreducible tempered representation of Ti with 
centralcentral character ri,K, is for q + e equal to 

i i 

TheThe analogous statement holds for q — e. 

Thiss means that, for any special value of the parameters, we find a graded decomposition of 
thee Wo-restriction of a tempered representation of H, where the Springer correspondent is 
thee unique character in the top degree, where it has multiplicity one. This is analogous to the 
situationn in the group cases, in which we had an interpretation of this grading in terms of the 
Weyll  group action on each of the H2t(Bu). 

COROLLARYY 6.5.4. Granted these conjectures, it follows that the irreducible discrete series 
representationsrepresentations which have real central character are completely determined by the split-
tingstings Sq{\) for a residual point r = exp(c(A,fci,fc2)) where &2 = Q^i- Indeed, one finds 
thethe Sq(X) in the top degree of these representations, viewed as graded Ho-modules. If the 
parametersparameters are generic, then one has $Pn irreducible discrete series representations which 
allall  have (mutually different) real central character Sq(X), X\- n. If they are special, then the 
onesones with real central character r — exp(c(A, k, qk) are parametrized by Sq(Vq(r)). 

Inn order to prove these conjectures, it seems to be natural to try to interpret these symbols 
andd Green functions in terms of Lusztig's geometric data (see [37] and Remark 1.1.7), with 
whichh he classifies the tempered and discrete series representations of certain graded Hecke 
algebras. . 
Inn the group cases, an irreducible tempered representation of H is classified by the Langlands 
dataa (u, p). The corresponding representation has Springer correspondent a — <j>{ u,p)- Since 
fromm the symbol of a, one can recover both u and p, we may therefore view the symbols as 
Langlandss data. According to our Conjecture, the symbols parametrize H  ̂ at all special 
values.. Moreover, they do this in such a way that a similarity class describes a subset LT9 (L) 
off  H  ̂ consisting of all representations with fixed central character r^. It would therefore 
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bee possible to view the g-symbols as (generalized) Langlands data as well. A similarity class 
off  g-symbols determines an element of Uq(n), and as in the group cases, one could con-
ceivablyy apply combinatorics on a given ^-symbol to obtain a character of some "component 
group".. This is however pure speculation. It is also not clear if there is a group replacing the 
Langlandss dual group. 


